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Protests against planned Syria War were held in 
countries around the world. Anti-Syria War 
demonstrations and Solidarity with Syria 
marches were held in Palestine, Turkey, 
Venezuela, Greece, Ukraine, Turkey, France, the 
UK and the US. The following photographs 
from Russia Today present a number of those:



The Greek Communist Party supporters march to the US embassy, during a 
rally against any possible military strike on Syria, in central Athens August 29,  
2013.



People take part in solidarity with Syria demonstration outside the Syrian 
embassy in Caracas on August 29, 2013.



Palestinians in the West Bank city of Nablus, carrying placards and waving the 
Syrian and Palestinian national flags, demonstrated on August 29, 2013 against  
the military intervention in Syria.  



Ukrainian communists raise anti-NATO slogans during a protest in support of  
Syria and against the visit of the Standing NATO Mine Countermeasure Group 
SNMCMG2 to Sevastopol on August 29, 2013.



Ukrainian communists hold a Syrian flag during a protest against the visit of the 
Standing NATO Mine Countermeasure Group SNMCMG2 to Sevastopol on 
August 29, 2013.



Protesters demonstrate against French and foreign military involvement in 
Syria, on August 29, 2013, in Paris. 



Protestors in a rally against the proposed attack on Syria in central London 
August 28, 2013



Protestors during a rally against the proposed attack on Syria in central London



The Greek Communist Party affiliated protesters gather in front of the Greek 
parliament in Athens during a rally against any NATO countries’ military action 
on Syria and against any Greek involvement on August 29, 2013.



Supporters of the far-left Turkish party "Workers' Party" hold a protest against  
the US policy in Syria in front of the Foreign Ministry in Ankara, on August 29,  
2013. Placard (C) reads “Turkey, Syria are friends”.

United States

A Washington, September 5 datelined RIA 
Novosti report said:



The anti-war movement around the US is 
gathering steam and going beyond the usual 
street protests to voice opposition to the use of 
force against Syria. 

The report (“Americans Ramp Up Protests 
Against Syria Strike”) by Karin Zeitvogel said:

On Saturday, hundreds of protesters will be 
bussed in from cities up and down the east coast 
for a march from the White House to Capitol 
Hill in Washington, with many staying on for 
another rally on Monday, which is being 
organized by Syrian Americans opposed to US 
military intervention.

Anti-war activists in dozens of other US towns 
and cities are also organizing local street protests 
on Saturday, with rallies due to be held from 
Albuquerque, New Mexico to Youngstown, 
Ohio.

The ANSWER Coalition, one of the groups 
organizing these first nationwide protests against 
US plans to strike Syria, expects thousands to 



show up – much less than turned out for protests 
against the US invasion of Iraq in the early 
2000s.

All of the protests against US strikes on Syria 
have been small so far, but noisy and creatively 
visual, like the one before the start of the Senate 
Foreign Relations Committee hearing on 
Tuesday where an activist from the Code Pink 
protest group dressed in the movement’s vivid 
pink signature color, stood up in the hearing 
room, waved two signs in the air and shouted: 
“We cannot afford to have another war!”
 
At a hearing by the House Foreign Affairs 
Committee on Wednesday, activists silently held 
up their hands covered in fake red blood as US 
secretary of state John Kerry, defense secretary 
Chuck Hagel and joint chiefs of staff chairman 
Gen. Martin Dempsey tried – successfully, in the 
end – to convince members of Congress to 
approve president Barack Obama's plan for a 
limited military response to the Syrian regime's 
alleged use of chemical weapons against 
civilians last month.



 
Code Pink, which was set up in 2002 when the 
drumbeat was building for the US invasion of 
Iraq launched the following year, is “planning 
creative protests all next week,” including one 
inside the cafeteria of a House of 
Representatives office building, Code Pink 
founder, Medea Benjamin, told RIA Novosti.

The US march toward military action is the main 
target of Code Pink’s protests, but Benjamin 
also had words for Russia, saying Moscow’s and 
Washington’s intransigence was doing nothing 
to end the bloodshed in Syria.

“Russia has taken its side and the US has taken 
its side and none of that is helpful for finding an 
end to the conflict,” Benjamin said.

“It’s just become a proxy war when everyone 
should be calling for a ceasefire and a negotiated 
solution,” she said.
Another protest harnessed social media, as men 
dressed in US military uniform who claimed to 
be serving currently in the armed forces posted 



pictures of themselves online, their faces 
obscured by handwritten signs bearing messages 
saying they did not join the military to “fight for 
al Qaeda in a Syrian civil war.”
 
So far, the US protests, including a noisy 
gathering of dozens of demonstrators outside the 
White House on Saturday, don’t come close in 
magnitude to the huge rallies that drew hundreds 
of thousands of Americans onto the streets in the 
run-up to the US invasion of Iraq, ANSWER 
spokeswoman Sarah Sloan told RIA Novosti.

“We’re just as strenuously opposed to US action 
against Syria as we were to the Iraq war, but the 
fact that Obama is strategically stressing there 
won’t be any, quote-unquote, US boots on the 
ground, impacts our ability to get people to 
come out into the streets and feel the urgency of 
this,” Sloan said.

Even with the promises of a limited strike and 
no boots on the ground, anti-war groups 
“consider this very urgent,” Sloan said, adding 



that the Syrian people “are also against the 
bombing.”

“They have the capacity to express themselves 
on this, but what they’re trying to do right now 
is organize themselves and survive because they 
may be about to be bombed by the most 
powerful military power in the world,” at the 
request, she said, of rebel groups in Syria.

That worries Sloan who said: “I don’t think that 
any real liberation movement would ever call on 
any country to bomb them, especially not the 
United States. That exposes who the rebels 
really are.” 

Syrian groups fighting to topple President 
Bashar Assad have been accused of acts of 
brutality, and many outsiders, including in 
Russia and the United States, have voiced fears 
that the opposition movement in Syria has been 
taken over by radical elements, including al-
Qaida, which could fill the void left by the 
ouster of Assad.



And in dozens of cities around the United States, 
protest organizers have already called for 
demonstrations on the day a US strike on Syria 
is launched, if in fact that happens.


